
Today there are
two lively but rather separate discussions on
the welfare states in the Nordic countries.
One concerns the welfare state in a gender
perspective; the other is mainly interested
in the role of Lutheranism in the Nordic
welfare state model.1 Interestingly, gender
research has a longer and better established
tradition while the religious aspect has only
recently gained a better foothold in the
Nordic academic arena. Both discussions
are based on the perceived historical and
social dimensions of the Nordic societies,
i.e. gender relations on the one hand and a
unique religious history on the other.

As far as gender relations are concerned,
the Nordic welfare states have often been
seen as model states of gender equality. The
share of women in the labour force is high
and there is an extensive network of social
services for children, youth and old people.
Women’s suffrage in the Nordic countries
was gained relatively early – between 1906
(Finland) and 1919 (Sweden) – and today
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the share of women involved in political
decision-making is high. Because of these
common features it is a general practice to
talk about a Nordic model, although re-
cently more attention has been paid to the
differences between the various countries
(Bergqvist & al. 1999). The peculiarly Nor-
dic religious history consists of the long
tradition of the Evangelical-Lutheran state
churches. Lutheranism was an official ideo-
logy of the state until the 19th century and
even in the 20th century formal state-church
relations have been relatively close. More-
over, over 80 per cent of Nordic citizens
(ca. 87 per cent in Denmark and Norway,
85 per cent in Finland and 84 per cent in
Sweden) are still members of the Evangeli-
cal-Lutheran churches (Markkola 2000a).
In this respect, too, we share a strong Nor-
dic model.

In this article, I shall attempt to combine
these two discussions and point out some
new questions that deserve to be studied. I
argue that gender research has mainly been
“religion-blind” (Hammar 1998), while
research on Lutheranism and welfare has
mainly been gender-blind. However, these
two lines of research could benefit from
dialogue, and together they could give a
fuller account of the history of the Nordic
welfare states in general and the ‘Nordic
model’ in particular. Furthermore, this dia-
logue needs to be placed in a comparative
framework. My aim here is two-fold. First-
ly, I will discuss welfare regimes in a gender
perspective and suggest ways to incorporate
religion into this discussion. Secondly, I
will turn to the latest debate on Luthera-
nism and the welfare state and call for a
gender perspective in research in this area. I
argue that the relationship between Luthe-
ranism, welfare and gender needs to be stu-
died in a historical perspective if we want to
understand the multifaceted history of the
Nordic welfare states.

GENDERING WELFARE REGIMES

The concepts ‘welfare state models’ and
‘welfare regimes’ imply a comparative per-
spective. The extent to which countries
sharing the same model are identical or si-
milar is always an issue that needs to be dis-
cussed and the criteria has to be defined.
Given that gender is a fundamental organis-
ing principle of society, one of the key cri-
teria must be the way in which gender rela-
tions or gender difference is understood
and organised.

One of the best-known and probably
most widely used categorisations of the
welfare states was formulated by the Danish
sociologist Gøsta Esping-Andersen, whose
model of welfare regimes (liberal, conserva-
tive and social democratic) is either applied
or challenged by several scholars (Esping-
Andersen 1990, Sainsbury 1994). Rather
than going into a detailed discussion of his
categories, I want to mention one point of
criticism central to a gender perspective.
The British scholar Jane Lewis argues that
from a gender perspective the major part of
the comparative work on modern welfare
states overlooks two central issues: unpaid
work and the mixed economy of welfare
provision. By focusing on the relationship
between work and welfare these typologies
ignore the importance of the unpaid work
that is done in providing welfare. The mix-
ed economy of welfare provision, by which
Lewis means the interplay of the state, the
voluntary sector, the family and the market,
has historically been important for under-
standing women’s contribution as providers
of welfare.2 In the Nordic countries the
complex nature of social policy and the
provision of welfare has been emphasised
by women’s historians. Scholars of philan-
thropy, in particular, have pointed out the
importance of the voluntary sector – Ladi-
es’ Societies, schools and private institutions
(See, for example, Jordansson and Vammen
1998; also Lützen 1998). From the point
of view of women, many dimensions of the
history of welfare become obvious.
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The mixed economy of welfare provision
is one of the fields in which the churches
have been historically active. In the 19th and
early 20th centuries, Christian social work
and deacony (diakonia, service) became im-
portant providers of welfare. The first Nor-
dic deaconess institution was founded in
1851 in Stockholm and by the end of the
1860s there were similar institutions estab-
lished in Denmark, Norway and Finland.
The Nordic leaders of the deaconess institu-
tions often presented an idea of a welfare
model in which public poor relief together
with the philanthropic and religious organi-
sations shared responsibility for the well be-
ing of needy people (Markkola 2000b). The
interplay of the state, municipalities, the
church and (women’s) voluntary organisati-
ons remains one of the challenges for welfa-
re research in a gender perspective.

The critique by feminist scholars reminds
us of the fact that the welfare state is pro-
foundly gendered. According to Jane Le-
wis, the concept ‘welfare regime’ must in-
corporate the relationship between unpaid
as well as paid work and welfare. Based on
these criteria she identifies ‘strong’, ‘modi-
fied’ and ‘weak’ male-breadwinner states
(Lewis 1992; Lewis 2000). This is an im-
portant step toward integrating a gender
perspective into welfare state models. How-
ever, the Nordic scholars, for example the
Finnish social scientist Raija Julkunen, pre-
fer to speak of families with two breadwin-
ners or a dual-breadwinner model instead
of a ‘weak’ male-breadwinner model. Fur-
thermore, Diane Sainsbury and Birte Siim
criticise the male-breadwinner model in
two different ways (Julkunen 1999; Siim
2000, 14-17; Sainsbury 1997, 40-44).
Sainsbury argues that the strength of the
male-breadwinner model is a problematic
criterion for comparisons. She suggests an
analysis of the dimensions of variation be-
tween ideologies based on the male-bread-
winner model and an individual model.
Although she does not take religious di-
mensions into consideration, her model is

open to them. Birte Siim is more critical
towards the concept ‘male-breadwinner
model.’ According to her, there is a ten-
dency to reduce both social policies and
paid labour to a single universal logic of the
male-breadwinner model. She suggests a
more dynamic framework within which to
discuss both the structural forces and the
role of actors in the formation of the wel-
fare state. An important element of the reli-
gious perspective is revealed by Siim, who
comments on the ways in which the Danish
welfare state is challenged by increasing re-
ligious and ethnic heterogeneity. In my
opinion the fact that the Nordic welfare
states have been built in the circumstances
of religious Lutheran homogeneity de-
serves further attention. Has Lutheranism
become an unnoticed or unproblematised
element of the Nordic societies?

COMPARISON AND
THE NORDIC MODEL

Comparative research can make the unnoti-
ced and unproblematized aspects of the hi-
story of the welfare states visible. The Swe-
dish scholars Klas Åmark and Joakim Palme
accentuate the importance of dialogue be-
tween scholars representing different com-
parative approaches (Åmark & Palme,
1999, 10-12). The Finnish sociologist
Solveig Bergman argues that sociologists
could gain inspiration from the methods
used by historians and anthropologists,
who apply synthesising and holistic approa-
ches in cross-national comparisons embra-
cing whole societies (Bergman 2000, 152).
In this respect the religious perspective can
also elucidate both differences and similari-
ties between various countries. It seems to
me that in inter-Nordic comparisons we
should pay attention to differences and
thus test the limits of the Nordic model,
whereas in comparisons between Nordic
countries and other countries, Nordic si-
milarities and common features become
more pivotal. Again, one of the differences
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between the Nordic countries and “the rest
of the world” is the historical role and the
status of the Lutheran churches.

In the Finnish context the Nordic model
became more important in the 1990s, espe-
cially for women. The gendered division of
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labour in political decision-making has in-
creased women’s influence on social policy,
education and health care. All of these are
core areas of the welfare state. The welfare
state provided women with jobs in the
1970s and 1980s, when the public service
sector grew very fast. There were new jobs
established in education, health care and so-
cial services, and vast numbers of women
were recruited into the public sector. The
1970s saw the introduction of separate taxa-
tion for married couples and at the same ti-
me public day-care and other services began
to expand in scale. Maternity leaves were
extended and paternity leaves were introdu-
ced.3 From the 1970s onwards the tie be-
tween women and the welfare state became
more evident. However, recent studies have
shown that the welfare state has not protec-
ted women against domestic violence (Jul-
kunen 1999; Heiskanen and Piispa 1998).

In the 1990s the link between women
and the welfare state also began to have it’s
disadvantages. Women in politics have been
forced to make painful decisions when fa-
ced with cuts in public spending (Kuusipalo
1999; Julkunen 1999). Women have come
to the defence of a welfare state that has
been blamed for being too expensive and
making people lazy and passive. For most
Finnish women the welfare state has gua-
ranteed a certain standard of living and ma-
de their daily lives a little easier. Many wo-
men feel that cutbacks in public spending
are taken from the purses of women and
that they will be the losers. In this respect it
is really interesting to note, that during and
after the economic recession of the 1990s,
the Evangelical-Lutheran Church of Fin-
land openly defended the Nordic welfare
state model. In 1999 the Bishops published
a statement on the future of the welfare so-
ciety. One of their declarations was: “We
must not give up the Nordic achievement
of a form of society, which is characterised
by a broad social responsibility.” Further-
more, they argued that the welfare state is
important for the church because it is root-

ed in its own tradition (Salonen, Kääriäinen
and Niemelä; Towards the Common Good
1999). Women and the church found
themselves in defending the Nordic welfare
state model.

LUTHERANISM AND WELFARE

Lutheranism, as represented by the Evan-
gelical-Lutheran churches, is an important
aspect of Nordic history. For historical rea-
sons, the influence of Lutheranism is a wi-
der cultural and mental phenomen than a
direct impact of the church. Strong ties be-
tween the church and the state in the Nor-
dic countries date back to the Middle Ages
and, in particular, to the Lutheran Refor-
mation, which reached Scandinavia in the
1520s and 1530s. The churches became an
integrated part of the governing of the sta-
te. On the one hand, the clergy represented
the state on a local level; on the other, reli-
gious confession and church order had
political importance. The Finnish church
historian Juha Seppo has pointed out that
fixed state-church relations have defined
the state itself. The religious uniformity of
the people has been the social basis of the
system (Seppo 1994, 37).

The Norwegian church historian Dag
Thorkildsen underlines the strength and
adaptability of the state church system. In
terms of national identities, he argues, the
state churches represent a historical conti-
nuity. He also points out similarities be-
tween some principles of Lutheranism and
the Nordic welfare states. Two central ideas
in Lutheranism – daily work as the fulfil-
ment of God’s vocation, and a priesthood
of all believers – correspond to the prin-
ciples of full employment and social securi-
ty. According to Thorkildsen “’a priesthood
of all believers’ promoted a culture of equa-
lity, where obvious wealth and large social
differences were not acceptable because
fundamentally all individuals are equal and
have the same worth.” (Thorkildsen 1997,
159) A similar correspondence between
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Lutheran visions of good society and Nor-
dic visions of the welfare state has been
suggested by the Finnish theologian Antti
Raunio. He argues that, in contrast to Ger-
man Lutheranism, it has been characteristic
of the Nordic Lutheran churches to em-
phasise the wide social responsibilities of
the state. There is a long tradition in the
Nordic countries of thinking that the well-
being of an individual is the responsibility
of the state, and for that reason neither li-
beralism nor neoliberalism have been very
successful. Raunio concludes that it is no
coincidence that the Nordic welfare states
and a hegemonous Lutheran tradition are
found in the same part of the world (Rau-
nio 1999, 78-84). The Danish historian
Uffe Østergård is even more provocative
when he asks if “the social democratic par-
ties, regardless of what party programmes
and generations of party members have
said, are the products of secularised Luthe-
ranism rather than democratised socialism”
(Øster-gård 1997, 69).

The Danish political scientist Tim Knud-
sen argues that the universalistic nature of
the Nordic welfare states and the strong ro-
le of local administration cannot be under-
stood without a long historical perspective.
According to him the universalist welfare
state builds on a long tradition in the fields
of social policy, education and health care.
This tradition can be found in the history
of the Lutheran state churches. The chur-
ches have clearly made an important contri-
bution by strengthening the state, i.e. by
increasing ‘state capacity’. However, Knud-
sen leaves open the question if the Scandi-
navian Lutheran religion has also had im-
plications for the building of the modern
welfare states (Knudsen 2000, 20-61).

Lutheranism has certainly influenced the
ways in which the nature of social legislati-
on took shape in the Nordic countries, alt-
hough I would be very cautious about
drawing further conclusions without a care-
ful analysis of the development of the state-
church relations in the fields of poor relief,

health care and social security. Despite the
shared theological foundations, the Nordic
Lutheran churches have also expressed dif-
ferent views both in the course of history
and in various national contexts. For exam-
ple, in 1958 the Finnish Bishop Eino Sor-
munen published a small book on the wel-
fare state. He cited the Norwegian Bishop
Eivind Berggrav who had criticised the wel-
fare state for being demonic and for not to-
lerating any other providers of welfare, in-
cluding home and family care. According to
Sormunen the opinions of Berggrav were
exaggerated but a useful word of warning
about the possible disadvantages of state
welfare policies. Sormunen’s own view of
the welfare state was much more positive
and he called for more dialogue and co-
operation between the state and the church
in the provision of public welfare. However,
women seemed to constitute a problem for
the Finnish churchman, too. He expressed
his concern regarding the institutions which
were replacing women’s caring work at ho-
me (Sormunen 1958, 20-27). The Norwe-
gian Bishop’s disapproval and the Finnish
Bishop’s concern suggest that Lutheranism
and the welfare state form an intriguing and
complicated picture which deserves to be
analysed in a gender perspective.

GENDERING LUTHERANISM

Scholars who refer to the role of the Evan-
gelical-Lutheran state churches or Luthera-
nism seem to pay very little attention to
gender difference and the gendered nature
of social and political institutions. In this re-
spect I find it useful to cite Bente Rosen-
beck’s brief comment on Protestant ideolo-
gy which has “created a more benevolent
climate for the education of girls and for
women’s rights movements” even though it
is “far from woman-friendly” (Rosenbeck
1998, 348). This is an important point of
departure for future research. First of all, I
want to revert to the two pillars of Lutheran
theology pointed out by Dag Thorkildsen.
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The first one (daily work as the fulfilment of
God’s vocation) is particularly important for
the formation of gender relations and the
ways in which Lutheranism has defined ma-
le and female vocations. The issue of Luthe-
ran theology has been introduced in Scandi-
navian debates on the history of the wo-
men’s movement by the Swedish historian
Inger Hammar, who has coined the phrase
‘religion blind women’s history’. She studi-
es the Lutheran context of the early Swe-
dish women’s movement and argues that
the movement of the nineteenth century
cannot be understood without placing reli-
gious discourse at the core of the analysis.
She discusses the Lutheran view of calling
and its implications for women. In Martin
Luther’s view society was divided into three
estates: ecclesia – the church, politia – the
state and oeconomia – the household. A wo-
man’s vocation – calling – was to be lived
out in the estate of oeconomia: the estates of
the state and the church were reserved for
men or, at best, women could exercise their
influence through men. A woman could not
be a persona publica, a participant in politics
(Hammar 1999, 23-26; Hammar 2000).

A woman’s place in the estate of house-
hold was also a major place of production
in the premodern worldview of the Refor-
mators. Together with the agrarian herita-
ge, Lutheran ideology may have contribut-
ed to the creation of a more tolerant at-
mosphere for women’s work and made it
less problematic for women to engage in
paid labour. However, women’s high la-
bour market participation in the Nordic
countries does not derive directly from the
Lutheran notion of calling, according to
which women were to work as mothers,
wives, daughters and servants within the
estate of oeconomia. In the nineteenth cen-
tury, when the issue of women’s work was
rife among the middle classes, this was
widely debated in the Nordic countries
(See, for example, Hammar 1999, 82-93;
Jallinoja 1983, 57-69). Nevertheless, work
as vocation and women’s place within the

estate of the household on the one hand,
and full employment and women’s waged
work as a norm on the other may not be
totally disparate. This is one of the exciting
questions we need to study more carefully.

A priesthood of all believers is another
central idea in Lutheranism. Dag Thorkild-
sen states that this idea has promoted a cul-
ture of equality in the Lutheran countries.
According to Lutheran ideology, men and
women were equal before God. In keeping
with the Lutheran tradition the Nordic sta-
te churches had for centuries provided the
whole population with the rudiments of
learning. Basic education was not differen-
tiated between the sexes. To be equal befo-
re God does not, however, imply that wo-
men and men were socially equal. Quite
the opposite, the Lutheran gender constru-
ction was clearly hierarchical. This was one
of the issues raised by the early women’s
movement. In Sweden the editors of
Tidskrift för hemmet claimed that the
Church of Sweden was “far from Chri-
stian” in its understanding of women
(Hammar 2000, 44). The contradiction of
equality before God and inequality in socie-
ty can also be seen as a productive element
in nineteenth century debates on gender
relations and social issues. Additionally, so-
cial inequality determined social classes.
Lutheran tradition carries both a radical
message of equality and a conservative mes-
sage of gender and class hierarchies.

The relationship between Lutheranism
and the principle of universalism is a chal-
lenging issue. In a gender perspective it be-
comes even more stimulating and also com-
plicated. I find Tim Knudsen’s discussion
on early welfare institutions both inspiring
and thought-provoking. As important fac-
tors promoting the idea of state social re-
sponsibilities he mentions the early devel-
opment of literacy, local welfare instituti-
ons, a local administration involving pea-
sants, and strong social-liberal peasant par-
ties in the nineteenth century.4 Literacy was
important because in the Lutheran ideology
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everyone should be able to read the Bible.
In this respect women and men were equal;
it was the equality before God that was in
question. Local welfare institutions also in-
cluded women as recipients of poor relief.
In the eighteenth century both Denmark
and Sweden clearly defined local responsibi-
lities for poor relief and the care of the dis-
abled. “Traditional universalism” included
women and men. However, the role of lo-
cal self-government is more problematic.
Local meetings (sockenstämma in Sweden
and Finland) belonged to the estate of poli-
tia and were thus reserved for men. The
Swedish and Finnish peasants who learned
to exercise political decision-making in local
meetings were men. In a gender perspective
this is not an inclusive factor leading di-
rectly to the principle of universalism in the
welfare state. Furthermore, as a Finnish pe-
culiarity it needs to be mentioned that it
was only in 1917 that women in Finland
got an equal right to vote and stand as can-
didates in local elections (1906 in national
elections). Women’s road to local politics
turned out to be quite a complicated issue.
To sum up: women were simultaneously
both inside and outside of these instituti-
ons. This dual nature of women’s position
can still be traced in Nordic societies al-
though equality has been declared the offi-
cial principle of the Nordic model.

DISCUSSION

Gendering the Nordic model of the welfare
state is still of vital importance, albeit quite
a lot of research has already been done on
women and welfare. The structures of the
welfare state – including social services, in-
surance and labour force participation – are
gendered. At the turn of the 21st century
the relations of the Nordic model and Lu-
theranism became one of the new issues
among scholars. However, it should not
become an alternative discourse replacing
the issues raised by women’s studies and fe-
minist scholars. Scholars who take a gender

perspective in the history of the welfare sta-
te and those who study the influence of
Lutheranism examine interrelated themes.
There are several intriguing questions that
deserve to be analysed. For example, in
gender research, Lutheranism has remained
a self-evident and unproblematized aspect
of Nordic societies. However, the relations-
hip between Lutheranism and the welfare
state deserves a thorough analysis in a gen-
der perspective. It would open up new per-
spectives in the history of the Nordic welfa-
re states.

Much of the work done on Lutheranism
deals with the age of the Reformation, the
nineteenth century and the beginning of
the twentieth century, i.e. periods before
the age of the modern welfare states in the
Nordic countries. Tim Knudsen, in particu-
lar, has suggested that the Lutheran traditi-
on needs to be given due attention for the
understanding of the universalist nature of
the Nordic welfare states. He emphasises a
long historical perspective in which the in-
fluence of Lutheranism will be traced as a
root or as a background of the Nordic wel-
fare model. Moreover, the research on phi-
lanthropy has underlined the role of wo-
men and religious associations as providers
of welfare before the Second World War.
Religious and philanthropic organisations
and institutions have served the welfare sta-
te by initiating many social services that
were later taken over by the state.

Nevertheless, the more direct influence
of the churches on the welfare policies also
needs to be analysed. The mixed economy
of welfare provision – proposed by Jane
Lewis – is relevant for Nordic research on
the relationship between gender, religion
and welfare. That is why the relationship
between the welfare state and the church-
based charitable activities or the role of the
church as a provider of welfare is worth
studying. The Nordic churches have not
necessarily been the most active promoters
of the welfare state, but this does not mean
that Lutheranism or Lutheran ideology
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would have been entirely hostile to wide-
ning the social responsibilities of the state.
There have constantly been different opi-
nions – or different theological interpreta-
tions – among the leading Lutheran clergy
in the Nordic countries. My conclusion is
that we need to be historically more specific
when we discuss the influence of Luthera-
nism on the Nordic welfare states. Not only
Lutheran churches but also welfare policies
are changing phenomena. There is no in-
fluence of Lutheranism as such, there are
different interpretations of Lutheran theo-
logy, different interpretations of welfare
states and different interpretations of gen-
der. The historical interplay of Luthera-
nism, welfare and gender remains a challen-
ging issue for future research. 

NOTER
1. For a gender perspective see, for example, Leira
1992, Lewis 1992, Sainsbury 1994, Sainsbury
1997, Lewis 1997, Bergqvist & al. 1999, Julkunen
1999, Siim 2000; For Lutheranism see, for exam-
ple, Raunio 1999; Knudsen 2000; Tønnessen
2000; Anttonen and Sipilä 2000, 48-49. There are
different definitions of the welfare state. For me,
the Nordic welfare state consists of certain policies
typical for the post-Worild War II period, but the
history of the Nordic welfare state can be – and
must be – studied in a longer historical perspective.
2. Lewis 2000, 221-225. In an article published in
1992 Lewis mentions the crucial relationship be-
tween paid work, unpaid work and welfare but do-
es not discuss the mixed economy of welfare
(Lewis 1992).
3. Julkunen 1999; For the other Nordic countries 
see, for example, Knudsen and Waerness 2001;
Sainsbury 1997.
4. Knudsen 2000, pp. 39-61. I do not comment
on the peasant parties because my knowledge of
them is too limited. However, none of the political
parties has been very encouraging for women’s
equal participation. Cf. Lähteenmäki, Markkola
and Ramsay 1997.
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SUMMARY

It is suggested here that both gender and reli-
gion need to be taken seriously in research on
the Nordic welfare states. In a gender perspe-
ctive, Lutheranism has remained an unpro-
blematized aspect of Nordic societies, and in
research on Lutheranism and welfare, gender
perspective has been overlooked. The more di-
rect influence of the churches on the welfare
policies also needs to be analysed. There have
constantly been different opinions among the
leading Lutheran clergy. It is argued, that we
need to be historically specific when we discuss
the influence of Lutheranism on the Nordic
welfare states. Not only Lutheran churches
but also welfare policies are changing pheno-
mena. There is no influence of Lutheranism
as such, there are different interpretations of
Lutheran theology, different interpretations
of welfare states and different interpretations
of gender. The historical interplay of Luthera-
nism, welfare and gender remains a challen-
ging issue for future research.
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